MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

This issue contains two sets of reflections. The first, "Queer Methodologies
and/or Queers in Medieval Studies: Where Are We Now," is a group of five
pieces revised from a 2002 Leeds conference organized by Michael O'Rourke
(University College Dublin). These pieces interrogate the relationship of queer
theory to medieval scholarship and suggest exciting new avenues for research
using the destabilizing tools of queer studies. These brief essays stand in
interesting relation to the essays in our Fall 2002 issue (MFF 34) on "Are We
Post-Feminist Yet?" How do we differentiate "queer studies" from "feminist
analysis"? What is the status of "woman" as reality and "heuristic tool" in
studies that reject all forms of essentialism? In exactly what way is '''woman''
still a category? These are interesting questions for SMFS members. All of us
must be impressed by the wide range of books and articles in medieval feminist and medieval queer studies that have been published in the last several
years: will we soon be asking whether we are "post-queer" yet?
The second group of essays remind us, alas, that all is not yet altogether fortunate for feminist scholars. These pieces are the fruit of an SMFS Roundtable
on "Are you still deciding to be either a medievalist or a feminist?" which
was held at the 2003 International Congress on Medieval Studies at Kalamazoo. The contributors speak to the continuing difficulty (when not anguish)
of contemporary women medievalists' professional lives and choices - and
of professional cultures - that still undermine our work as medievalists,
women, and male and female feminist medievalists.
-Bonnie Wheeler

MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING EDITOR

This "fall" issue of MFFis, once again, coming out in the dead of winter, and I
only hope it will reach you before the first day of spring! The contributors and
general editor were timely in their submissions, but the bottleneck is located
firmly on my desk. My past eight years' experience in assembling and producing MFF have not resulted in any greater punctuality, and for that I apologize.
To compensate, I offer you something to clip and paste inside your suitcase
for when you pack for Kalamazoo this year. The 40 or so attendees at last
year's SMFS banquet compiled a list of all the small comforts and luxuries
that we miss when we take up our ascetic quarters in the Valley dorms. Some
of these are not practical to bring on planes, but for those of you who can
drive to Kalamazoo, they may not be too impractical after all!
The banqueters recommended everyone remember to bring: hangers; an alarm
clock; a fluffy towel and washcloth; rubber shower shoes; your own soap and
hand lotion; comfortable walking shoes; a travel iron; lots of layers, for the
inevitably varied and unpredictable temperatures; nametag "adaptors", so
you don't have to perforate your favorite silk shirt; fruit and/or granola bars;
a corkscrew and/or bottle-opener; lots of quarters, for phones and vending
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machines. Those driving could find room in the car for: their own linens and
a blanket; a reading lamp; a portable fan; a small boom box; a cooler; lots of
bottled water. Tips from the experienced include: don't overlook the wonderful sandwich bar by the book exhibit, for a nice and healthy lunch; meal
tickets can almost always be bought on site, and not buying them in advance
gives you more flexibility; and finally, at Kalamazoo, forget what your mother
told you, and TALK TO STRANGERS.

-Gina Psaki

Gender and the
Chivalric Community
in Malory's Morte
d'Arthur

Medieval Narratives
of Accused Queens
Nancy B. Black
"Black's study on falsely
accused queens breaks
new ground through its
intertextual analysis of a
broad selection of hitherto
marginalized literary and
visual narratives. 111e
careful contextualization of
her readings demonstrates
admirably the hold that
these figures had on the
imagination of creators
and audiences from across
medieval Europe over a
period of four centuries
and down to the modern
era."-Robert L. A. Clark.
Kansas State University

Jean Wauquelin, La Bdlt' Hl~/h/l' dc
CO/lSfllllfill0l'lr (by permissison of
the Royal Library of Belgium).

Dorsey Armstrong
"A lively and thoughtprovoking study of gender
in the Arthurian community.
It is at once theoretically
sophisticated and highly
readable, full of insightful
close readings yet conscious
of larger patterns of
analysis."-Laurie Finke,
Kenyon College
Cloth $59.95
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